
Thought for remembrance.  
 
Begin with film clip,  'declaration of war 1939' (first 1:14s) The 
words of Neville Chamberlain in September 1939. 
 
There are moments that will always stick in the memory. They 
will live with us for the rest of our lives. For many who have 
fought in war, these memories were rarely shared. They were 
just too painful. For in the sharing of a story, we only get a 
glimpse of what really happened. We might hear the facts, but 
we cannot stand in the shoes of another person's experience.  
 
We might visit a grave of a relative, or even walk their final 
journey. We might stand in the same place, but we are  
separated by time.  We can only imagine, how they felt or what 
they were thinking, as young men headed to battle,  or waited 
for the order to advance. We were not there, but we remember. 
 
The one thing about war is,  that we never learn. You would 
think after centuries of battle, with all its consequences, we 
might have found other ways to resolve our issues.  "History 
repeats itself. It has to. For no one ever listens." A hope, that 
now, there might be a different story to share. Instead of 
aggression, to sit around the table, and talk of how to make the 
world a better place. What is happening in places like Syria, 
right now, makes that just a dream.  
  

It was the same dream of the prophet Micah, long ago. he said,  

"He’ll establish justice in the rabble of nations and settle 

disputes in faraway places. They’ll trade in their swords for 

shovels, their spears for rakes and hoes. Nations will quit 

fighting each other, quit learning how to kill one another. Each 

man will sit under his own shade tree, each woman in safety will 

tend her own garden."  

Dream on. We still waiting. Was the prophet saying false words, 

or was the dream too big to ever be reality?  

And what does God think, when people cannot live together 

peacefully? Was that not his intention? Maybe we just need to 

grasp those moments, when something 'Shalom - like' happens. 

When reconciliation and peace do win the day.  It is rare, but it 

does happen.  God's shalom, his peace breaks in,  and that gap,  

between his spirit and our world, becomes very 'thin'. So thin,  

we can almost touch it.  

If we think it will never happen. Remember these words, 

"Impossible is where God begins" and he begins only,  with us.  

Let us dream the dream. Let us live in hope. May we strive for 

peace, and a betty world. Until then, let us remember.  

 


